THE DUNDEE CONSERVATION LECTURES 2011-2012

A series of lectures covering a number of conservation issues, offering an opportunity to learn more about, and debate, philosophical, practical, legislative and technical matters

ARRANGED BY

The Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland
Tayside and East Fife

Dundee Historic Environment Trust

Dundee University
Postgraduate Programmes
Urban Conservation

These lectures are intended to assist those with Continuing Professional Development requirements (responsibility for judging relevance lies with the individual)

All lectures commence at 6.00pm

22nd November
Alex Adamson
Buildings at Risk Officer with the Royal Commission on the Ancient and Historical Monuments of Scotland
Spotlighting Scotland’s derelict built heritage

29th November
Professor Charles McKean
Professor of Scottish Architectural History University of Dundee
Understanding historic buildings: The ancient house within

6th December
Malcolm Fraser
Malcolm Fraser Architects
How my practice makes buildings and
The luxury of austerity

7th February
Professor Peter Burman MBE FSA
Arts and Heritage Consultant in Germany and the UK
Heritage associated with the horse and

21st February
Navin Piplani
Architect and director of University of York Conservation Programme
Recent approaches to stone conservation with a special focus on craftsmanship at the Taj Mahal

6th March
Dr Allan Rutherford
Historic Scotland
Renewed Life for Scottish Castles
Douglas J Reid
Architect, Partner J F Stephen Architects
Conservation projects

20th March
Mary Miers
Author and journalist, Country Life
The country house in the 20th century through the pages of Country Life

No entry charge to lecture, everyone welcome
VENUE: Matthew Building 5013, University of Dundee

This lecture series contributes to postgraduate courses on Urban Conservation.
For information about this and other courses telephone Town & Regional Planning 01382 385236
For information about the Architectural Heritage Society of Scotland 0131 557 0019
For information about Dundee Historic Environment Trust 01382 902244

This series of lectures is sponsored by:

Internet – http://www.dundee.ac.uk/planning/events/conserv